
ICIX Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) Solution 
ICIX makes it easy to implement measurable CSR initiatives 
across your global trading partner network. Collaborate 
with trading partners and internal stakeholders to manage, 
evaluate, measure and improve on your company’s social 
responsibility initiatives.

CSR Requirements and Expectations Continue to Evolve
More than ever before, the way in which a company operates and the 
impact of a company’s programs and products on the rest of the world 
is of critical importance. Organizations of all sizes are recognizing 
the corporate, financial and brand benefits of operating in a socially 
responsible manner, not to mention the consequences of ignoring 
these topics. Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) initiatives involve all 
trading partners engaged in all phases of a product’s lifecycle. These 
initiatives include Sustainability, Ethical Sourcing, Social Welfare, Anti-
Human Trafficking, Health and Safety, Carbon Footprint, Water and 
Waste Management, among others.

Companies Must Address Key CSR Challenges 
As companies around the world focus more management attention on 
social and ethical responsibility, executives have shifted their attention 
to the challenges of metrics, intelligence gathering, analysis, and 
transparency. They have recognized that unsubstantiated claims are no 
longer enough. Consumers, advocacy organizations, trading partners, 
and other stakeholders are demanding independently verifiable data. 

CSR Requires Coordinated Efforts 
In order to measure and assess progress towards your goals, each 
trading partner involved in the manufacture, distribution and sale 
of every SKU must be willing and able to share information. Data 
is location and product-specific and encompasses components, 
ingredients, facilities, processes, people, and equipment. To capture 
this level of information, your company must have a deep, up-to-date, 
and accurate view across all of your direct and indirect trading partners, 
and you must be able to instantly communicate with everyone. 
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Use ICIX to manage and 
measure your corporate 
social responsibility 
initiatives:  

• Reinforce and protect your 
brand with clearly defined 
processes and accurate, real-
time visibility

• Improve insight and 
control with increased data 
intelligence, performance 
monitoring and actionable 
analytics 

• Bring efficiency to how you 
execute your CSR initiatives  
by leveraging a single 
platform across all programs

• Increase program credibility 
by capturing results directly 
from testing laboratories and 
other validated partners 

• Accelerate implementation 
of changes as CSR metrics 
and practices mature

• Control costs by helping your 
internal teams work more 
efficiently

• Reduce the burden on your 
trading partners by enabling 
efficient collaboration

Active Transparency.

Brand Protection. 

Customer Trust.TM



CSR Science is Rapidly Advancing
Establishing criteria, metrics, and key performance indicators (KPIs) 
for CSR programs is a very complex process. Standards bodies are 
developing and refining standards which seek to define ‘ideal’ metrics 
for these initiatives - sustainability, carbon footprint and water / waste 
management are a few examples. All of this is taking place while the 
underlying science of some of these programs is evolving rapidly.
Standards bodies then provide manufacturers, retailers, and other 
supply chain partners with methods for collecting data and evaluating 
current standings relative to the standards, as well as tracking 
improvement over time. These criteria vary significantly by sector, 
category, and product line. 

Translating Standards to Tools
Every organization eventually arrives at a decision point. How do you 
operationalize the meticulously developed standards? For companies 
with hundreds or thousands of trading partners, it is impossible to deploy 
a CSR strategy without a system to manage the standards and the 
exchange of data between trading partners.

ICIX Enables Consistent, Detailed, and Practical CSR  
Data Collection and Analysis 
ICIX dramatically simplifies the process of implementing measurable and 
verifiable CSR initiatives across global trading partner networks. With ICIX, 
companies can communicate their program requirements, gather and 
analyze trading partner information and benchmark performance. 

The ICIX network enables the secure request, collection, management, 
and analysis of granular data often specified in CSR standards. 
Documents and certifications are easily shared and centrally accessed.  
Our cloud-based platform creates direct connections between all 
global trading partners and other critical parties and provides easy-to-
use tools for data and document submission and analysis. The ICIX 
Corporate Social Responsibility solution serves the broad ecosystem 
of participants, including retailers, suppliers, manufacturers, logistics 
providers, test, inspection, and certification laboratories, standards 
bodies, regulatory authorities, NGOs and advocacy organizations. 

Each participant gets:
• Clear visibility into requirements and progress against goals

• An easy way to respond and provide required information

• Efficient submission from testing labs and other service providers

• Faster adoption of industry-wide KPIs and leading standards

Your organization benefits from:
• Timely, validated performance data at the supplier, factory, facility, 

and milling/lot levels

• Actionable reporting on exceptions
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Powered by Salesforce
The ICIX network and 
solutions are built on top of 
the Salesforce App Cloud, 
the leading enterprise cloud 
platform. Benefits of the 
Salesforce platform include:

• World class security 

• Extensive scalability 

• Performance and reliability at 
scale 

• Powerful analytics engine 

• Highly configurable 

• Modern, intuitive user 
interface 

• Optimized mobile access 

• Powerful APIs simplify 
connectivity 

• Extensive language support 
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• Analytics to keep key stakeholders informed at all times, facilitate 
external communication, and benchmark across your industry

The ICIX CSR solution not only helps trading partners respond to their 
customers’ requests and reporting obligations but also gives them 
a way to benchmark their performance against industry peers and 
understand what they can do to improve their sustainability scores.

ICIX Builds CSR As a Natural Extension of Existing 
Business Processes
The most difficult, labor-intensive aspect of measuring corporate social 
responsibility is gathering and validating vast amounts of information. 
However, some of this information may already be captured in ICIX as 
a part of other programs, such as communicating product requirements 
to suppliers or testing products to meet regulatory requirements. 

The ICIX network can immediately leverage intelligence from other 
ICIX applications and then define a consistent, repeatable process 
for collecting and analyzing new data. Additionally, you can leverage 
ICIX as a single solution across a wide range of CSR and compliance 
programs - driving efficiency and centralizing information and access.

ICIX Network and Cloud Applications
More than 20,000 companies actively maintain their business 
relationships on the ICIX network. This network effect translates into 
higher participation across the supply chain and makes it fast and easy for 
companies to identify and onboard new, qualified trading partners.

ICIX applications are delivered through the network and simplify the 
management of your CSR initiatives, regardless of scope and scale of 
your program.  ICIX Global Services will work with your team to deploy 
the optimal mix of standard or custom-configured ICIX applications and 
analytics to meet your program needs.

Business Relationship Manager

The ICIX Business Relationship Manager application provides 
transparency into your supply chain and facilitates collaboration 
on key business information.  The application allows companies to 
segment their trading partners, define and communicate requirements 
by segment, and collect company and facility information, including 
documents, self assessments and surveys, to manage compliance. The 
application enables you to engage trading partners to share, request, 
collect, and analyze information. Examples include trading partner 
profiles, trading partner verification, sustainability and anti-human 
trafficking self-assessments.

Product Relationship Manager

The ICIX Product Relationship Manager application enables companies 
to define and communicate compliance requirements by product type 

The ICIX Network 
Advantage

• >20,000 businesses on the 
ICIX network

• 3 of the top 10 U.S. retailers

• The top 100 food suppliers

• >3 million transactions 
processed every day

About ICIX
ICIX helps the retail industry’s 
leading companies collaborate 
across trading partner 
networks to achieve Active 
TransparencyTM. Our solutions 
enable companies to safeguard 
consumers, build trust, and 
protect their brand – all while 
improving margins. 
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and trading partner segment to collect detailed product information.  
The application provides transparency into the products in your 
supply chain and facilitates trading partner and product collaboration 
through self assessments and surveys. Examples includes conflict 
minerals, carbon footprint, water and waste management and chemical 
management information.

Audit Manager

Enables greater visibility into, and control of, a comprehensive supply 
chain audit program. Enables you to validate the product and service 
claims made by your suppliers. Centralize audit and certificate 
collection from ICIX validated data partners. Conduct proprietary audits 
and manage corrective actions.  Examples include sustainability, social 
and factory audits. 

Product Specification

ICIX Product Specification facilitates collaboration between trading 
partners on specifications to define and collect detailed product 
information. ICIX Product Specification enables the capture of product 
claims and attribute data, packaging and labeling information and 
related certification and testing information. Attributes related to CSR 
initiatives are often already included in a product specification or are 
easily added. 

ICIX has offices in the United States and Australia. Visit www.icix.com or call +1-877-888-4249 or +1-650-581-2000 for more information. 
ICIX, the ICIX logo, and the marks relating to ICIX products and services referenced herein are either trademarks or registered trademarks 
of ICIX, Inc. or its affiliates. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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